
UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON D.C 20549-3010

DIVISION OF
CORPORATION FINANCE

March 26 2008

Christina Lai

Associate General Counsel

Yahoo Inc

701 First Avenue

Sunnyvale CA 94089

Re Yahoo Inc

Incoming letter dated February 2008

Dear Ms Lai

This is in response to your letter dated February 2008 concerning the

shareholder proposal submitted to Yahoo by Jing Zhao We also have received letter

from the proponent dated February 2008 Our response is attached to the enclosed

photocopy of your correspondence By doing this we avoid having to recite or

summarize the facts set forth in the correspondence Copies of all of the correspondence

also will be provided to the proponent

In connection with this matter your attention is directed to the enclosure which

sets forth brief discussion of the Divisions informal procedures regarding shareholder

proposals

Sincerely

Jonathan Ingram

Deputy Chief Counsel

Enclosures

cc Jing Zhao

                            

                                  
***  FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

 



March 26 2008

Response of the Office of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance

Re Yahoo Inc

Incoming letter dated February 2008

The proposal requests that the board of directors establish new policy of doing

business in China with the help from Chinas democratic activists and human/civil rights

movement

There appears to be some basis for your view that Yahoo may exclude the

proposal under rule 14a-8i3 as vague and indefinite Accordingly we will not

recommend enforcement action to the Commission if Yahoo omits the proposal from its

proxy materials in reliance on rule 4a-8i3 In reaching this position we have not

found it necessary to address the alternative basis for omission upon which Yahoo relies

Sincerely

Eduardo Aleman

Attorney-Adviser
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February 12008

VIA COURIER

U.S Securities and Exchange Commission

Division of Corporation Finance

Office of Chief Counsel

100 Street NE

Washington D.C 20549

Re Intention to Omit Stockholder Proposal Submitted by JinR Zhao

Ladies and Gentlemen

Yahoo Inc Delaware corporation Yahoo or the Company hereby requests

confirmation that the staff the Staff of the Division of Corporation Finance of the Securities

and Exchange Commission the Commission will not recommend any enforcement action to

the Commission if in reliance on certain provisions of rule 14a-8 under the Securities Exchange

Act of 1934 the Exchange Act the Company omits the enclosed stockholder proposal the

Proposal and supporting statement the Supporting Statement submitted by Jing Zhao the

Proponent from the Companys proxy materials for its 2008 Annual Meeting of Stockholders

the 2008 Annual Meeting All correspondence between the Company and the Proponent

including the Proponents letter setting forth the Proposal and Supporting Statement are attached

hereto as Exhibit

Pursuant to rule 4a-8j2 we have enclosed six copies of this letter and the related

exhibits copy of this letter together with the related exhibits is also being delivered to the

Proponent infonning him of the Companys intention to omit the Proposal and Supporting

Statement from its proxy materials

The Companys 2008 Annual Meeting is scheduled to be held on June 102008 Yahoo

intends to file its definitive proxy materials with the Commission on or about April 21 2008 and

to commence mailing those materials to its stockholders on or about that date

Summary of the Proposal

On December 24 2007 Yahoo received letter from the Proponent containing the

following Proposal for inclusion in the Companys 2008 proxy statement

Resolution Be it resolved by the stockholders to request the board of directors

to establish new policy doing business in China with the help from Chinas

democratic attivists and human/civil rights movement

or
701 First Avenue Sunnyvale CA 94089 phone 408 349-3300 fax 408 349-3301 yahoo.com
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The Supporting Statement references the potential damage to the Companys

reputation from cooperat with the Chinese government to oppress Internet

freedom the Companys lack of sound policy for doing business in China and the

Proponents attempts to bring the issue of doing business in China to the attention of

the Company and its board of directors

II Bases for Excluding the Proposal

As discussed more fully below the Company believes that it may omit the Proposal from

its 2008 proxy materials for the following reasons

The Proposal deals with matters relating to the Companys ordinary business

operations and therefore may be omitted in reliance on rule 14a-8i7 and

The Proposal may be omitted in reliance on rule 14a-8i3 because it is so vague

and indefinite that neither stockholders in voting on it nor the Company in

implementing it would be able to determine with any reasonable certainty what

actions are required

The Proposal deals with matters relating to the Companys ordinary business

operations and therefore may be omitted in reliance on rule 14a-8i7

While the Proposal may relate to signficant social policy issues that transcend

ordinary business matters it also relates to number of ordinary business

matters that are distinct from those sign /Icant social policy issues

Commission statements describing rule 14a-8i7 and the significant social

policy issues exception to that rule

company is permitted to exclude stockholder proposal from its proxy materials under

rule 4a-8i7 if the proposal deals with matter relating to the companys ordinary business

operations In Commission Release No 34-40018 May 21 1998 the 1998 Release the

Commission stated that the underlying policy of the ordinary business exception is to confine

the resolution of ordinary business problems to management and the board of directors since it is

impracticable for shareholders to decide how to solve such problems at an annual shareholders

meeting The Commission further stated in the 1998 Release that this general policy rests on

two central considerations The first is that tasks are so fundamental to managements

ability to run company on day-to-day basis that they could not as practical matter be

subject to direct shareholder oversight The second consideration relates to the degree to

which the proposal seeks to micro-manage the company by probing too deeply into matters of

complex nature upon which shareholders as group would not be in position to make an

informed judgment Importantly with regard to the first basis for the ordinary business

matters exception the Commission also stated that proposals relating to such matters but

focusing on sufficiently significant social policy issues significant discrimination matters
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generally would not be considered to be excludable because the proposals would transcend the

day-to-day business matters and raise policy issues so significant
that it would be appropriate for

shareholder vote

Staff positions regarding the application of rule 14a-8i7 to stockholder

proposals that involve BOTH ordinary business matters and significant

social policy issues the entire proposal may be omitted

The Commissions statements regarding the purpose and operation of rule 14a-8i7 are

very clear -- where proposal relates to ordinary business matters because it addresses tasks that

are so fundamental to managements ability to run company on day-to-day basis that they

could not as practical matter be subject to direct shareholder oversight that proposal may be

excluded from companys proxy materials in reliance on rule 4a-8i7 unless the matters to

which the proposal relates are significant social policy issues Unfortunately the

Commissions statements are not clear as to the application of that standard to proposal that

relates to both ordinary business matters and significant social policy issues

The Staff has addressed such proposals on number of occasions and has expressed the

view that proposals relating to both ordinary business matters and significant
social policy issues

may be excluded in their entirety in reliance on rule 14a-8i7 See Wal-Mart Stores Inc

Mar 15 1999 allowing exclusion of proposal requesting that the board of directors report on

Wal-Mart actions to ensure it does not purchase from suppliers who manufacture items using

forced labor convict labor child labor or who fail to comply with laws protecting employees

rights and describing other matters to be included in the report because paragraph of the

description of matters to be included in the report
relates to ordinary business operations

also General Electric Company Feb 10 2000 allowing exclusion of proposal relating to the

discontinuation of an accounting method and use of funds related to an executive compensation

program as dealing with both the extraordinary business matter of executive compensation and

the ordinary business matter of choice of accounting method

In 2005 letter to General Electric Company Feb 2005 the Staff expressed the view

that proposal requesting that GE issue statement that provided information relating to the

elimination ofjobs within GE and/or the relocation of U.S.-based jobs by GE to foreign

countries as well as any planned job cuts or offshore relocation activities could be omitted in

reliance on rule 4a-8i7 as relating to GEs ordinary business operations management of

the workforce Although it appeared the stockholder proponent clearly intended the proposal to

address the issue of offshoring also called outsourcing or the movement of jobs from the U.S

to foreign countries the proposal submitted to GE was not limited to that issue and

encompassed both ordinary business matters and extraordinary business matters and as such the

Staff agreed with GEs view that the proposal could be omitted

In Staff Legal Bulletin 4C June 28 2005 the Staff stated that in determining whether the focus of

proposal is significant policy issue it considers both the proposal and supporting statement as whole
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Application of rule 14a-8i7 and prior Staff positions to the Proposal -- the

Proposal may be omitted because it relates to BOTH ordinary business

matters and significant social policy issues

Yahoo shares the Proponents concerns about human rights issues in China and indeed

is working proactively to advance numerous initiatives and policies
aimed at preserving and

advancing the fundamental principles of free speech and expression in the countries in which it

does business including China.2 However as drafted this Proposal is not limited to the

significant social policy issue of human rights but also relates to numerous ordinary business

matters concerning the Companys operations in China that are unrelated to human rights issues

While the Supporting Statement implies that the requested policy doing business in

China should include responses to human rights issues the Proposal itself provides no

limitation on the matters to be addressed by the new policy doing business in China

Indeed the adoption of policy for doing business in China that related only to human rights

issues would not satisfy the broad demand of the plain language of the Proposal Establishing

and managing the Companys business operations in China calls for consideration of the rights of

the Companys workers business partners and customers in China but it also necessarily would

encompass all day-to-day ordinary business operations of doing business in China including the

following matters that the Staff has indicated previously to be ordinary business matters for

purposes of rule 14a-8i7

entering into or terminating business arrangements

selecting suppliers

The Companys proactive engagement on these issues and its efforts to solicit input from others and

inform the public of its progress are further confirmed in number of announcements and public

statements by or involving the Company See e.g Company press release issued on February 13 2006

entitled Yahoo Our Beliefs as Global internet Company See also press release issued on January 18

2007 by Business for Social Responsibility announcing an initiative by group of companies including

Yahoo academics investors and technology leaders and human rights organizations to seek solutions to

the free expression and privacy challenges faced by technology and communications companies doing

business internationally On Being Global Yahoo Corporate Blog January 18 2007

http//yodel.yahoo.com/2007/01/1 8/on-being-globall The GIFT of giving Yahoo Corporate Blog

February 2007 http//yodel.yahoo.comJ2007/02/02/the-gift-of-givingf and Company press release

issued in April 2007 entitled Georgetown Receives $1 Million G/ifrom Yahoo To Support Research on

International Values and Communication Technology together with Yahoos Hoyas and global values

Yahoo Corporate Blog April 12 2007 http//ycorpblog.comJ2007/04/l2/vahooshoYaS_and-glObal-

values For the Staffs convenience we have enclosed copies of each of the foregoing materials attached

as Exhibit Exhibit Exhibit Exhibit and Exhibit

See Marriott International Inc Feb 13 2004 allowing exclusion under rule 14a-8i7 of proposal

requesting that the company issue and enforce corporate policy against any
of its hotels or resorts which it

owns or manages from selling or offering to sell any sexually explicit materials through pay-per-view or in

its gift shop and also requesting that the company cancel any contracts with vendors to provide such

material as relating to Marriotts ordinary business operations
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compliance with the legal and regulatory regimes imposed on companies

operating in China

location of business facilities

hiring of personnel

management of the workplace

provision of employment benefits and

decisions regarding the types of services provided and the manner in which such

services are provided.0

Hormel Foods Corporation Nov 19 2002 allowing exclusion under rule 14a-8i7 of proposal

requesting that the board of directors review Hormels standards for the use of antibiotics by its meat

suppliers as relating to Hormels ordinary business operations See also Seaboard Corporation Mar
2003 allowing exclusion under rule 14a-8i7 of proposal requesting that the board of directors review

Seaboards policies regarding the use of antibiotics in its hog production facilities and those of its suppliers

as relating to Seaboards ordinary business operations

See The AES Corporation Jan 2007 allowing exclusion under rule 14a-8i7 of proposal requiring

creation of committee of independent directors to monitor the companys business practices to insure

compliance with applicable laws rules and regulations of federal state and local governments as relating

to ordinary business operations i.e general conduct of legal compliance program

MCI WORLDCOM Inc Apr 20 2000 allowing exclusion under rule 14a-8i7 of proposal

requiring an economic analysis and fairness opinion in connection with any decision to abandon existing

office or operating facilities in favor of more expensive newer or more convenient facilities as relating to

ordinary business operations i.e determination of the location of office or operating facilities

See PepsiCo Feb 21 1991 allowing exclusion under rule l4a-8c7 of proposal involving prohibiting

the termination of employees except for cause as relating to PepsiCos ordinary business operations

employment and personnel decisions

See Merck Co Jan 19 2005 allowing exclusion under rule l4a-8i7 of proposal requesting that

Merck disclose all reports and allegations of violations of ethics and professional misconduct Mercks

investigation into the reported and alleged violations and the conclusions of the investigations and Mercks

actions taken to reconcile the results of the investigations with its code of conduct as relating to ordinary

business operations management of the workplace

See International Business Machines Corporation Jan 13 2005 allowing exclusion under rule l4a-

8i7 of proposal requesting report examining the competitive impact of rising health insurance costs

including information regarding IBMs healthcare costs and expenditures and steps or policies that the

board has adopted or is considering to reduce these costs as relating to ordinary business operations

employee benefits

10
See Family Dollar Stores Inc Nov 2007 allowing exclusion under rule 14a-8i7 of proposal

requesting report evaluating the companys policies and procedures for minimizing customers exposure
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Because the Proposal necessarily involves numerous ordinary business matters in addition to

significant social policy issues the Company is of the view that it may exclude the Proposal in

reliance on rule 14a-8i7

In reaching its view that the Commissions statements and the Staffs prior positions

regarding the application of rule 14a-8i7 to proposals that involve both significant social

policy issues and ordinary business matters permit the Company to exclude the Proposal the

Company has noted that where the Staff has permitted exclusion of proposal the ordinary

business matter cited in the Staffs response was unrelated to the significant social policy issue

raised by the proposal For example

Wal-Mart Stores Inc Mar 15 1999 proposal related to the issues of forced

labor convict labor child labor could be omitted as it also related to the

ordinary business matter of policies to implement wage adjustments to ensure

adequate purchasing power and sustainable living wage

General Electric Company Feb 10 2000 proposal related to the issue of

executive compensation could be omitted as it also related to the ordinary

business matter of the discontinuation of an accounting method and

General Electric Company Feb 2005 proposal related to the issue of

offshoring could be omitted as it also related to the ordinary business matter of

management of the workforce

Consistent with the situations underlying the prior Staff positions in this area the Proposals

broad requirement for new policy doing business in China would call for range of

actions regarding the Companys business in China as discussed above that are clearly

ordinary business matters and are absolutely unrelated to the significant social policy issue of

human rights

In reaching its view that it may omit the Proposal in reliance on rule 14a-8i7 the

Company has noted that the ordinary business matters were specified in the proposal in each of

the cited prior Staff positions and the current Proposal does not specify the matters to be

addressed in the proposed new policy doing business in China The Company does not

believe this difference should result in different conclusion as to the application of rule 14a-

8i7 to the Proposal as the language of the Proposal is clear on its face as to the subject matter

of the new policy it seeks -- the new policy is to address doing business in China and there

is no limitation on that request Put simply the Proposal calls for new policy that addresses

all aspects of doing business in China and therefore its lack of specificity as to each of those

aspects does not cause the application of rule l4a-8i7 to the Proposal to be different than in

to toxic substances and hazardous components in its marketed products as it related to ordinary business

operations i.e the sale of particular products See also BellSouth Corporation Jan 25 1999 allowing

exclusion under rule 14a-8i7 of proposal relating to the terms and prices for cellular phones and

service contracts as relating to the companys ordinary business operations product terms and prices
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the prior Staff positions Indeed to read the Proposal as seeking new policy that addresses

only those matters relating to doing business in China that are significant social policy issues

would necessitate reading of the Proposal that is counter to its plain language Because the

Proposals language necessarily includes broad range of both ordinary business matters and

significant social policy issues the prior Staff positions are directly on point with regard to the

application of rule 14a-8i7 to the Proposal

For these reasons the Company believes that the Proposal and Supporting Statement may
be omitted from the Companys 2008 proxy materials in reliance on rule 14a-8i7 as relating

in part to the Companys ordinary business operations

The Proposal may be omitted in reliance on rule 14a-8i3 because it is so vague

and indefinite that stockholders in voting on it would not be able to determine with

any reasonable certainty what actions are required

Rule 14a-8i3 permits company to exclude proposal or supporting statement or

portions thereof that are contrary to any of the Commissions proxy rules including rule 14a-9

which prohibits materially false and misleading statements in proxy materials Pursuant to Staff

Legal Bulletin l4B Sept 15 2004 SLB l4B reliance on rule 14a-8i3 to exclude

proposal or portions of supporting statement may be appropriate when the resolution contained

in the proposal is so inherently vague or indefinite that neither the stockholders in voting on the

proposal nor the company in implementing the proposal if adopted would be able to determine

with any reasonable certainty exactly what actions or measures the proposal requires

Philadelphia Electric Company Jul 30 1992

In applying the inherently vague or indefinite standard under rule 14a-8i3 the Staff

has long held the view that proposal does not have to specify the exact manner in which it

should be implemented but that discretion as to implementation and interpretation of the terms

of proposal may be left to the board However the Staff also has noted that proposal may be

materially misleading as vague and indefinite where any action ultimately taken by the

Company upon implementation the proposal could be significantly different from the actions

envisioned by the shareholders voting on the proposal See Fugua Industries Inc Mar 12

1991

The Proposal requests that the board of directors establish new policy for doing
business in China with help from Chinas democratic activists and human/civil rights

movement However policy for doing business in any country is an extensive multi

faceted undertaking and based solely upon the little guidance contained in the Proposal and

Supporting Statement as to the nature of the requested policy stockholders will not be able to

ascertain with any certainty the nature of the policy they are requesting and in fact it is

extremely likely that each stockholder could envision different policy and any policy

implemented by the Company could be significantly different from the actions envisioned by the

stockholders voting on the Proposal
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The Supporting Statement makes one vague reference to news reports of Company

executives offering apologies to American lawmakers and to Chinese political victims

families and the Chinese governments oppression of Internet freedom but neither elaborates

on the details of this incident nor states that policy for doing business in China should

address such incidents or actions by the Chinese government The Supporting Statement also

describes the Proponents efforts to discuss doing business in China with the Company and his

affiliation with multiple non-governmental and policy organizations Finally the Supporting

Statement concludes that with the help from our Chinese democratic activists and humanlcivil

rights movement Yahoo can become leader proudly doing business in China too None of

this discussion in the Supporting Statement provides any indication that the new policy should

be limited to any particular matters and indeed is likely to materially mislead stockholders and

cause them to mistakenly believe that they are voting to request new policy that is limited to

the few matters mentioned in the Supporting Statement

The Company believes that the Proposal is analogous to other proposals that the Staff has

determined maybe excluded from proxy materials under rule 14a-8i3 on the basis that they

are vague and indefinite and therefore would violate rule 14a-9 For example in Puget Energy

Inc Mar 2002 the Staff agreed that company could exclude as vague and indefinite

proposal which requested that the board take the necessary steps to implement policy of

improved corporate governance In its letter to the Staff Puget Energy expressed its view that

stockholders would be unable to determine whether improved corporate governance would

mean declassified board several examples listed in parenthetical statement as part of the

supporting statement or something else entirely Similar ambiguities arise in the Proposals

vague reference to new policy for doing business in China Stockholders could be unable to

determine how this new policy should relate to Internet freedom human rights or what the

Proponent intends by sound policy for doing business in China Stockholders also will be

unable to determine with any reasonable certainly what sort of help Chinese democratic

activists and human/civil rights movement should be supplying or when this help should be

sought -- while establishing the policy or in selecting who it will do business with in China

In addition the Staff has consistently allowed exclusion of proposals where it was

unclear exactly what standards stockholders are being asked to adopt In Alcoa Inc Dec 24

2002 the Staff agreed that company could exclude as vague and indefinite proposal that

related to Alcoa committing itself to the full implementation of these human rights standards

and program to monitor compliance with these standards and the body of the proposal did

not specify with any reasonable certainly what the human rights standards were In Occidental

Petroleum Corp Mar 2002 the company was allowed to exclude as vague and indefinite

See also Alaska Air Group Inc Apr 11 2007 company allowed to exclude as vague and indefinite

proposal requesting that the board complete the appropriate process in 2007 to amend the companys

governance documents certificate of incorporation and or bylaws to assert affirm and define the rights of

the owners of the company to set standards of corporate governance Berkshire Hathaway Inc Mar
2007 company allowed to exclude as vague and indefinite proposal seeking to restrict Berkshire

from investing in securities of any foreign corporation that engages in activities prohibited for U.S

corporations by Executive Order of the President of the United States
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proposal that urged the board of directors to adopt and implement company-wide policy

consistent with the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights including items

contained in the proposal While each of the proposals in Alcoa and Occidental Petroleum

included brief reference to the relevant guidelines or standards to which the proposal was

focused those guidelines or standards were extensive and the proposal and related supporting

statement failed to provide an adequate description or background information that would

provide stockholders with reasonable understanding of what they were being asked to consider

or the company of what it was being asked to implement.2

The Company believes that stockholders considering the Proposal will be unable to

understand with any reasonable certainty what they are being asked to vote on and that if the

Proposal was to be approved any action ultimately taken by the Company to implement the

Proposal could be significantly different from the actions envisioned by stockholders voting on

the Proposal As such the Company believes that the Proposal may be omitted in reliance on

rule 14a-8i3

Conclusion

For the reasons discussed above the Company believes that it may exclude the Proposal

from its proxy materials for the 2008 Annual Meeting of Stockholders If you have any

questions or require additional information please contact me any time at 408 349-7131

12
The Company believes that the expansive scope of the Proposals requirement to establish new policy for

doing business in China together with the lack of standards or guidance and insufficiency of background

or other information in the Proposal or the Supporting Statement regarding the intended scope and subject

matter of new policy distinguish this situation from those in which the Staff has not concurred with

companys position to exclude the proposal on grounds of rule l4a-8i3 Revlon Inc Apr

2002 The TJX Companies Inc Apr 2002 PPG Industries Inc Jan 22 2001 all proposals seeking

action based on spec/ied International Labor Organization standards See Microsofi Corporation

Sept 14 2000 proposal seeking action based on eleven specific principles set forth in the proposal

relating to human and labor rights
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Please acknowledge receipt of this letter and the enclosures by date stamping an enclosed

copy of this letter and returning the date-stamped copy to our messenger

Very truly yours

Christina Lai

Associate General Counsel

Enclosures

cc Mr Jing Zhao

Michael Callahan Executive Vice President and General Counsel Yahoo Inc

Robert Plesnarski Esq OMelveny Myers LLP
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December 242007

Yahoo Corporate Secretary

701 First Ave

Sunnyvale CA 94089

Via post mail and fax 408-349-3400 total pages

Dear Sir/Madam

Enclosed are stockholder proposal for inclusion in proxy materials of

the 2008 annual meeting of shareholders and 11 Ameritrade letter of my Yahoo

stock ownership

Should you have any questions please contact me at                        

                                                                                                           

Yours truly

J.ui Zhao

Enclosure Stockholder proposal

Ti Anieritrade letter of un2 Zhans fock owirship

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***
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RESOLUTION ON ESTABLISHING NEW POLICY DOiNG BUSINESS IN CHINA

Resolution

Be it resolved by the stockholders to request
the board of directors to establish new policy

doing business in China with the help from Chinas democratic activists and human/civil rights

movement

Supiortinn Statcmcnt

On November 2007 many media such as The Wall Street Journal at their front pages reported

Yahoos rrp executives offering polngies to Amerioan lawmakers and Chinese political victim

families Even the direct penalties for Yahoo to cooperate with the Chinese government to oppress

Internet feedom is not so significant the international damage to Yahoos reputation is tremendous

This should not happen and this could be prevented if Yahoos board of directors had different

policy doing business in China

As Yahoo shareholder as well as political refugee with high-tech background from China and

Japan raised this vital issue of doing business in China at Yahoos 2005 annual meeting of

shareholders The CEO Mr Scniel spent quite long minutes to answer my question but his excuses

showed that he did not understand this issue Unfortunately the whole board of directors did not

either Thus in 20OS tiying to communicate with the Yahoo mailagement accompanied fricns of

Reporters Without Borders from Europe to visit Yahoos Headquarters Howcver we were expelled

by Yahoos security guards then submitted proposal to 2007 annual meeting of shareholders to

address this issue but it was rejected with many irrelevairt organization names

Why Yahoos board of directors is so afraid of freedom and human rights regarding doing business in

China Why Yahoos board of directors cannot establish sound policy doing business in China We

all know that there are many talented Yahoo employees including Yahoos co-founder and current

CEO Mr Yang havc deep and wide Cliiia baekruurid Oncc and only when the board of directors

establishes new policy doing business in China Yahoo will expand tremendous business in China in

the very near future under free open and more democratic system As President of US-Japan-China

Comparative Policy Research Institute and Secretary of Humanitarian China gradiied from Tsinghtia

University know from my decades-long experience that with the help from our Chinese democratic

activists and human/civil rights movement Yahoo can become business leader proudly doing

business in China too

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***
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AMERTRADE
Apex

.. ...

1005 North Amer1Irak Pc Belieue NE 68 flIJ.Qff

Dcccmbr 19 2007

Jing Zhao

                            

                                  

RE .Accot cnUi                  

Deir Jing Zliao

P1eas be idvised that you purchased 100 shares of Yahoo Inc YHOO on July 83 2004

and as the close of business on December 18 2007 you have continuously held that 100

shares in your account

Please e-mail us or call Client Services at 888-871-9007 if you have any questions

regarding this matter

Sincerely

Jackie Tiwald

TI AMERITRADE Client Services

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***
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December 24 2007

Yahoot Corporate Secretary

701 kirst Ave

Sunnyvale CA 94089

Via post mail and fax 408-349-3400 total pages

Dear Sir/Madam

Enclosed are stockholder proposal for inclusion in proxy materials of

the 2UO annual meeting of shareholders and TD Ameritrade letter of my Yahoo

stock ownership will continuously hold these shares for at least ten years In

fact have purchased more new Yahoo shares in 2007

Should you have any questions please contact me at                        

                                                                                                        

Yours truly

Jing Zhao

l2nclosurc Stockholdcr proposal

TD Ameritrade letter of Jing Zhaos stock ownership

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***
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RESOLUTION ON ESTABLISI-TING NEW POLICY DOING BUSINESS IN CHINA

.Resolutiou

13e it resolved by the stockholders to request the board of directors to establish new policy

doing business in China with the help from Chftias democratic activists and humanfcivil rights

movement

ptizStatement

On November 2007 many niedia such as The Wall Sfreet Journal at their front pages reported

Yahoos top cxccutivc3 offering apologies to American lawmakers and Chinese political victim

families Even the dircet penalties for Yahoo to cooperate with the Chinese government to oppress

Internet freedom is not so significant
the international damage to Yahoos reputation is tremendous

This should not happen and this could be prevented if Yahoos board of directors bad different

policy doing business in China

As Yahoo shareholder as well as political refugee with high-tech background from China and

Japan raised this vital issue of doing business in China at Yahoos 2005 annual meeting of

shareholders The CEO Mr Semel spent quite Icnl2 minutes to answer my question hut hi exr.iis

showed that he did not understand this issue Unfortunately the whole board of directors did not

either Thus in 2006 trying to communicate with the Yahoo management accompanied friends of

Reporters Without Borders from Europe to visit Yahoos Headquarters However we were expelled

by Yahoos Security guards then submitted proposal to 2007 annual meeting of shareholders to

address this issue but it was rejected with many irrelevant organization names

Why Yahoos board of directors is so afraid of freedom and human rights regarding doing business iii

China Why Yahoos board of directors cannot establish sound policy doing business in China We

all know that there are many talented Yahoo employees including Yahoos co-founder and current

CEO Nlr Yang have deep and wide China background Once and only when the board of directors

establishes new policy doing business in China Yahoo will expand tremendous business in China in

the vet near future under free open aiid more democratic system As President of US-Japan-China

Comparatis Policy Research Institute and Secretary ofi-lumanitarian China graduated from Tsinghua

University know from my decades-long experience that with the hel.p from our Chinese democratic

activists and human/civil rights movement Yahoo can become business loader proudly doing

business in China too

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***
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1005 NrI ArneiltrDde PIec Bcllcvur NE 88005 dutrede.c

December 19 2007

JingZhno

                          

                                  

Acconfl--fl             ..

Dear Jing Zhao

Please be advised that you purchased 100 shares of Yahoo inc Y1-100 on July 2004

and as the close of husinss on December 18 2007 you have continuously held that 100

shares in your account

Please e-mail us or call Client Services at 888-871-9007 if you have any questions

regarding this niatter

Sincerely

Jackie Tiwald

Ti A.MkU1RADE Client Services

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***
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January 2008

VIA EMAIL                                             
AND OVERN         COURIER

Mr Jing Zhao

                            

                                  

Re Submission ofStoc/cholder Proposal for Inclusion in 2008 Proxy Materials

Dear Mr Zhao

We received on December 24 2007 your letter submitting stockholder proposal for

inclusion in Yahoo proxy materials for its 2008 Annual Meeting of Stockholders

We direct your attention to Securities and Exchange Commission Rule 4a-8 copy of

which is enclosed for your convenience You will note that Rule 14a-8 sets forth certain eligibility

and procedural requirements that must be satisfied for stockholder to submit proposal for

inclusion in companys proxy materials In accordance with Rule 14a-8f Question we

hereby notify you of the following deficiencies relating to your proposal

To be eligible to submit proposal for inclusion in Yahoos proxy materials you must

have continuously held at least $2000 in market value or 1% of Yahoo common

stock entitled to be voted on the proposal at the meeting for at least one year by the date

you submit the proposal See Rule 4a-8b Question Since you do not appear on

our records as registered shareholder you must submit appropriate proof that you meet

these eligibility requirements To satisfy this requirement you may submit to Yahoo

written statement from the record holder of your securities usually broker or bank

verifying that at the time you submitted your proposal you continuously held the

securities for at least one year

You transmitted with your proposal letter from TD Ameritrade that purports to verify

your beneficial ownership of Yahoo shares As an initial matter we note that the TD
Ameritrade letter that you enclosed with your proposal is not actually signed by an

authorized representative of TD Ameritrade In addition Rule 4a-8b requires that the

written statement proving your beneficial ownership be submitted by the record holder

of your shares There is no indication in the letter from 11 Ameritrade that TD
Arneritrade is the record holder of your shares Finally the TD Ameritrade letter states

that you have continuously held since July 2004 100 shares of Yahoo stock as of

the close of business on December 18 2007 However Rule 4a-8b expressly

requires that the written statement from the record holder verify that you continuously

owned your shares for period of one year at the time you submitted the proposal

701 First Avenue Sunnyvale CA 94089 phone 408 349-3300 fax 408 349-3301 yahoo.com

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***



Because you submitted your proposal on December 24 2007 and the letter verifies your

ownership only as of December 18 2007 we do not believe that the letter from ID

Arneritrade is sufficient confirmation that you satisfy this requirement

Yahoo hereby requests that you submit suitable written statement from the record

holder of your shares usually your broker or bank verifying that as of the date that you

submitted your proposal you have continuously held at least $2000 in market value or

1% of Yahoo common stock for at least one year This statement should also

affirmatively indicate that the shares are held of record on your behalf by the broker

bank or other person submitting the written statement and should be signed by or on

behalf of that record holder

Please also note that if you otherwise satisfy the eligibility criteria described above Rule

4a-8b requires that you submit written statement to Yahoo to confirm your

intention to continue to hold the shares through the date of Yahoo 2008 Annual

Meeting of Stockholders In your letter transmitting the proposal we note that you

indicated that you will continuously hold your shares for at least ten years As required

by Rule 4a-8 please expressly confirm that you intend to hold your shares through the

date of Yahoos 2008 Annual Meeting of Stockholders

In accordance with Rule 14a-8fl your response to the requests set forth in this letter

must be postmarked or transmitted electronically no later than 14 days from the date that you

receive this letter If we do not receive your response within this timeframe your proposal will not

be eligible for inclusion in Yahoos proxy materials

Please note that the requests in this letter are without prejudice to any other rights that

Yahoo may have to exclude your proposal from its proxy materials on any other grounds permitted

by Rule 14a-8

Very truly yours

Michael Callahan

Executive Vice President General Counsel and

Secretary

Enclosure

cc Jay Herron Esq OMelveny Myers LLP



Text of Rule 14a-8

Rule 14a-8 Shareholder Proposals

This section addresses when company must include shareholders proposal in its proxy

statement and identify the proposal in its form of proxy when the company holds an annual or

special meeting of shareholders In summary in order to have your shareholder proposal included

on companys proxy card and included along with any supporting statement in its proxy

statement you must be eligible and follow certain procedures Under few specific circumstances

the company is permitted to exclude your proposal but only after submitting its reasons to the

Commission We structured this section iii question-and-answer format so that it is easier to

understand The references to you are to shareholder seeking to submit the proposal

Question What is proposal

shareholder proposal is your recommendation or requirement that the company and/or its

board of directors take action which you intend to present at meeting of the companys

shareholders Your proposal should state as clearly as possible the course of action that you believe

the company should follow If your proposal is placed on the companys proxy card the company

must also provide in the form of proxy means for shareholders to specify by boxes choice between

approval or disapproval or abstention Unless otherwise indicated the word proposal as used in

this section refers both to your proposal and to your corresponding statement in support of your

proposal if any

Question Who is eligible to submit proposal and how do demonstrate to the

company that am eligible

In order to be eligible to submit proposal you must have continuously held at least

$2000 in market value or 1% of the companys securities entitled to be voted on the proposal at

the meeting for at least one year by the date you submit the proposal You must continue to hold

those securities through the date of the meeting

Jf you are the registered holder of your securities which means that your name appears

in the companys records as shareholder the company can verify your eligibility on its own

although you will still have to provide the company with written statement that you intend to

continue to hold the securities through the date of the meeting of shareholders However if like

many shareholders you are not registered holder the company likely does not know that you are

shareholder or how many shares you own In this case at the time you submit your proposal you

must prove your eligibility to the company in one of two ways

The first way is to submit to the company written statement from the record holder of

your securities usually broker or bank verifying that at the time you submitted your proposal

you continuously held the securities for at least one year You must also include your own written

statement that you intend to continue to hold the securities through the date of the meeting of

shareholders or

ii The second way to prove ownership applies only if you have filed Schedule



l3D Schedule 13G Form Form and/or Form or amendments to those documents or updated

forms reflecting your ownership of the shares as of or before the date on which the one-year

eligibility period begins If you have filed one of these documents with the SEC you may

demonstrate your eligibility by submitting to the company

copy of the schedule and/or form and any subsequent amendments reporting change

in your ownership level

Your written statement that you continuously held the required number of shares for the

one-year period as of the date of the statement and

Your written statement that you intend to continue ownership of the shares through the

date of the companys annual or special meeting

Question How many proposals may submit

Each shareholder may submit no more than one proposal to company for particular

shareholders meeting

Question How long can my proposal be

The proposal including any accompanying supporting statement may not exceed 500

words

Question What is the deadline for submitting proposal

If you are submitting your proposal for the companys annual meeting you can in most

cases find the deadline in last years proxy statement However if the company did not hold an

annual meeting last year or has changed the date of its meeting for this year more than 30 days

from last years meeting you can usually find the deadline in one of the companys quarterly

reports on Form l0-Q or 0-QSB or in shareholder reports of investment companies under Rule

30d-l under the Investment Company Act of 1940 In order to avoid controversy shareholders

should submit their proposals by means including electronic means that pennit them to prove the

date of delivery

The deadline is calculated in the following manner if the proposal is submitted for

regularly scheduled annual meeting The proposal must be received at the companys principal

executive offices not less than 120 calendar days before the date of the companys proxy statement

released to shareholders in connection with the previous years annual meeting However if the

company did not hold an annual meeting the previous year or if the date of this years annual

meeting has been changed by more than 30 days from the date of the previous years meeting then

the deadline is reasonable time before the company begins to print and send its proxy materials

If you are submitting your proposal for meeting of shareholders other than regularly

scheduled annual meeting the deadline is reasonable time before the company begins to print
and

send its proxy materials



Question What if fail to follow one of the eligibility or procedural requirements

explained in answers to Questions through of this Rule 14a-8

The company may exclude your proposal but only after it has notified you of the

problem and you have failed adequately to correct it Within 14 calendar days of receiving your

proposal the company must notify you in writing of any procedural or eligibility deficiencies as

well as of the time frame for your response Your response must be postmarked or transmitted

electronically no later than 14 days from the date you received the companys notification

company need not provide you such notice of deficiency if the deficiency cannot be remedied

such as if you fail to submit proposal by the companys properly
determined deadline If the

company intends to exclude the proposal it will later have to make submission under Rule 4a-8

and provide you with copy under Question 10 below Rule 4a-8j

If you fail in your promise to hold the required number of securities through the date of

the meeting of shareholders then the company will be permitted to exclude all of your proposals

from its proxy materials for any meeting held in the following two calendar years

Question Who has the burden of persuading the Commission or its staff that my

proposal can be excluded

Except as otherwise noted the burden is on the company to demonstrate that it is entitled to

exclude proposal

Question Must appear personally at the shareholders meeting to present the

proposal

Either you or your representative who is qualified under state law to present
the

proposal on your behalf must attend the meeting to present the proposal Whether you attend the

meeting yourself or send qualified representative to the meeting in your place you should make

sure that you or your representative follow the proper state law procedures for attending the

meeting and/or presenting your proposal

If the company holds its shareholder meeting in whole or in part
via e1etronic media

and the company permits you or your representative to present your proposal via such media then

you may appear through electronic media rather than traveling to the meeting to appear in person

If you or your qualified representative fail to appear and present the proposal without

good cause the company will be permitted to exclude all of your proposals from its proxy materials

for any meetings held in the following two calendar years

Question If have complied with the procedural requirements on what other

bases may company rely to exclude my proposal

Improper Under State Law If the proposal is not proper subject for action by

shareholders under the laws of the jurisdiction of the companys organization

Note to paragraph iI Depending on the subject matter some proposals are not

considered proper under state law if they would be binding on the company if approved by



shareholders In our experience most proposals that are cast as recommendations or requests that

the board of directors take specified action are proper under state law Accordingly we will assume

that proposal drafted as recommendation or suggestion is proper unless the company

demonstrates otherwise

Violation of Law If the proposal would if implemented cause the company to violate

any state federal or foreign law to which it is subject

Note to paragraph i2 We will not apply this basis for exclusion to permit exclusion of

proposal on grounds that it would violate foreign law if compliance with the foreign law would

result in violation of any state or federal law

Violation of Proxy Rules If the proposal or supporting statement is contrary to any of

the Commissions proxy rules including Rule 4a-9 which prohibits materially false or misleading

statements in proxy soliciting materials

Personal Grievance Special Interest If the proposal relates to the redress of personal

claim or grievance against the company or any other person or if it is designed to result in benefit

to you or to further personal interest which is not shared by the other shareholders at large

Relevance If the proposal relates to operations which account for less than percent of

the companys total assets at the end of its most recent fiscal year and for less than percent of its

net earnings and gross sales for its most recent fiscal year and is not otherwise significantly
related

to the companys business

Absence of Power/Authority If the company would lack the power or authority to

implement the proposal

Management Functions If the proposal deals with matter relating to the companys

ordinary business operations

Relates to Election If the proposal relates to an election for membership on the

companys board of directors or analogous governing body

Conflicts
with Companys Proposal If the proposal directly conflicts with one of the

companys own proposals to be submitted to shareholders at the same meeting

Note to paragraph i9 companys submission to the Commission under this

Rule l4a-8 should specify the points of conflict with the companys proposal

10 Substantially Implemented If the company has already substantially implemented the

proposal

11 Duplication If the proposal substantially duplicates another proposal previously

submitted to the company by another proponent that will be included in the companys proxy

materials for the same meeting



12 Resubmissions If the proposal deals with substantially the same subject matter as

another proposal or proposals that has or have been previously included in the companys proxy

materials within the preceding calendar years company may exclude it from its proxy materials

for any meeting held within calendar years of the last time it was included if the proposal

received

Less than 3% of the vote if proposed once within the preceding calendar years

ii Less than 6% of the vote on its last submission to shareholders if proposed twice

previously within the preceding calendar years or

iii Less than 10% of the vote on its last submission to shareholders if proposed three times

or more previously within the preceding calendar years and

13 Specific mount of Dividends If the proposal relates to specific amounts of cash or

stock dividends

Question 10 What procedures must the company follow if it intends to exclude my
proposal

If the company intends to exclude proposal from its proxy materials it must file its

reasons with the Commission no later than 80 calendar days before it files its definitive proxy

statement and form of proxy with the Commission The company must simultaneously provide you

with copy of its submission The Commission staff may permit the company to make its

submission later than 80 days before the company files its definitive proxy statement and form of

proxy if the company demonstrates good cause for missing the deadline

The company must file six paper copies of the following

The proposal

ii An explanation of why the company believes that it may exclude the proposal which

should if possible refer to the most recenz applicable authority such as prior Division letters issued

under the rule and

iii supporting opinion of counsel when such reasons are based on matters of state or

foreign law

Question II May submit my own statement to the Commission responding to the

companys arguments

Yes you may submit response but it is not required You should try to submit any

response to us with copy to the company as soon as possible after the company makes its

submission This way the Commission staff will have time to consider fully your submission before

it issues its response You should submit six paper copies of your response

Question 12 If the company includes my shareholder proposal with its proxy

materials what information about me must it include along with the proposal itself



The companys proxy statement must include your name and address as well as the

number of the companys voting securities that you hold However instead of providing that

information the company may instead include statement that it will provide the information to

shareholders promptly upon receiving an oral or written request

However if you believe that the companys opposition to your proposal contains

materially false or misleading statements that may violate our anti-fraud rule Rule

14a-9 you should promptly send to the Commission staff and the company letter explaining the

reasons for your view along with copy of the companys statements opposing your proposal To

the extent possible your letter should include specific factual information demonstrating the

inaccuracy of the companys claims Time permitting you may wish to try to work out your

differences with the company by yourself before contacting the Commission staff

We require the company to send you copy of its statements opposing your proposal

before it sends its proxy materials so that you may bring to our attention any materially false or

misleading statements under the following timeframes

If our no-action response requires that you make revisions to your proposal or supporting

statement as condition to requiring the company to include it in its proxy materials then the

company must provide you with copy of its opposition statements no later than calendar days

after the company receives copy of your revised proposal or

ii In all other cases the company must provide you with copy of its opposition

statements no later than 30 calendar days before it files definitive copies of its proxy statement and

form of proxy under Rule 14a-6
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January 14 2008

Mr Michael Callahan

Yahoo Corporate Secretary

701 First Ave Sunnyvale CA 94089

Via post mail and thx 4O-349-34U0 total pages

Re Submission ofStockholder Proposal for Inclusion in 2008 Proxy Materials

Dear Mr Callahan

received your letter dated on January 2008 via email fax and overnight courier

Although do not accept your arguments to attempt to deny my eligibility to submit

the proposal enclose another letter from TD Amcritrade This letter was signed by one

TD Ameritradc Ciicnt Scrviccs person It states that my Yahoo sbarcs arc rceordcd in my

TO Arneritrade Roth IRA account You did not use this argument when you excluded my

last proposal for the 2007 proxy materials It also states that have continuously held these

shares until January 2008

have stated that will continuously hold my Yahoo shares for at least ten years

That certainly means intend to hold my shares through the date of Yahoos 2008 Annual

Meeting of Stockholders confirm that intend again to show my respect to you

It is unfortunate that you have wasted Yahoos stockholders and companys resource

in such counter-productive efforts to abuse SEC rules which were enacted mainly to protect

small shareholders You should not hire outside law firms against Yahoos stockholders

legal rights to submit proposals Even though some of my friends including Mr Morton

SkIa.r of World Organization for Human Rights USA offered help to mc have not

intended to use lawyers against Yahoo managements business mistakes until today As

stockholder hope and want to help Yahoo doing better business in the world especially

for its long term business in democratic China

Should you have any questions please contact me at                                          

                                                                                         

VGry rsp1fully yours

Jing Zhao Ph.D

Enclosure TI Ameritrades new letter of Jing Zh.aos stock ownership

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***
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January 2008

Jing Zhao

                            

                                  

RE Account ending In         

Dear Jing Zhao

Please be advised that you purchsAd 100 shares of Yahoo Inc YI-iOO on July 2004 in your

TD Ameritrade Roth IRA account As of the close of business on January 2008 you have

continuously held that 100 shares in your ID Ameritrede Roth IRA account

If you have any questions please log on to your account and click the Contact Us link or call

Client Services representative 24/7 at 800-669-3900 excluding market holidays

Sincerely

Client Services

TD AMERITRAD

TD AMERITRADE Division or TO AMERITRADE Inc member NASI3/SIPC TD AMERITRADE is trademark jointly

owned by ID AMERITRADE IP Company Inc and The Toronto-Dominion Bank 2OO IL AMtII NADE IF company

Inc All rights reserved Used with permission

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***
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Companies Human Rights Groups Investors Academics and Technology Leaders to Address International Free Expression and Privacy Challenges

01/18/2007 Press Release from Business for Social Responsibility

Companies Human Rights Groups Investors Academics and Technology Leaders to Address

International Free Expression and Privacy Challenges

CSRwire January 18 2007--A diverse group of companies academics investors technology leaders

and human rights organizations announced today its intention to seek solutions to the free expression

and privacy challenges faced by technology and communications companies doing business

internationally

The process which aims to produce set of principles guiding company behavior when faced with

laws regulations and policies that interfere with the achievement of human rights marks new

phase in efforts that these groups began in 2006

Last year Google Microsoft Vodafone and Yahoo with the facilitation of Business for Social

Responsibility BSR and advice from the Berkman Center for Internet Society at Harvard Law

School initiated series of dialogues to gain fuller understanding of free expression and privacy as

they relate to the use of technology worldwide

At the same time the Center for Democracy and Technology CDT was also convening technology

leaders investors and human rights advocates to discuss how to advance civil liberties on the Internet in

the face of laws that run contrary to international standards for human rights

Both processes benefited from dialogue research and policy expertise on internet filtering and

surveillance practices from the OpenNet Consensus coalition of academic institutions including the

University of California BerkeleyâTMs Graduate School of Journalism and School of Law-Boalt Hall

the Berkman Center and others

The new combined group in addition to developing the principles sceks to advance their effectiveness

by establishing framework to implement the principles hold signatories accountable and provide for

ongoing learning

Technology companies have played vital role building the economy and providing tools important for

democratic reform in developing countries But some governments have found ways to turn technology

against their citizens -- monitoring legitimate online activities and censoring democratic material CDT

Executive Director Leslie Harris said It is vital that we identify solutions that preserve the enormous

democratic value provided by technological development while at the same time protecting the human

rights and civil liberties of those who stand to benefit from that expansion

BSR CEO Aron Cramer said that the discussions over the past year have already proven valuable

Thanks to the extraordinary commitment of the companies and other participants in this process weve

already learned great deal about the obstacles we face and the ways business and other stakeholders

http//www.socialfunds.comlfleWS/releaSe.Cgi/7272.html
of 32/5/2007 93452 AM
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can join forces to address those challenges Cramer said âThis important dialogue reflects shared

commitment to maximize the information available via the internet on the basis of global principles

protecting free expression and privacy This dialogue could prove key step in unlocking the

communications potential of the internet.â

Members of the group plan to complete the process in 2007 The following companies and stakeholders

have agreed to participate

Amnesty International

Berkman Center for Internet Society at Harvard Law School

Boston Common Asset Management

Business for Social Responsibility Facilitator

Calvert Group

Center for Democracy and Technology Facilitator

Committee to Protect Journalists

Domini Social Investments LLC

Electronic Frontier Foundation

Enterprise Privacy Group

FC Asset Management

Google Inc

Human Rights First

Human Rights in China

Human Rights Watch

International Business Leaders Forum

International Council on Human Rights Policy

Microsoft

Reporters Without Borders

TrilliumAsset Management

United Nations Special Representative to the Secretary-General on business human rights

Observer status

University of California Berkeley School of Law-Boalt Hall

Vodafone

Yahoo Inc

More information

Barbara-Anne Greenwald Business for Social Responsibility

bagreenwa1dbsr.org Tel 415 984 3233

Dave McGuire Center for Democracy and Technology

dmcguireZiicdt.org Tel 202 637-9800

About Business for Social Responsibility

http//www.socialfunds.com/newslrelease.cgi/7272.html
of 32/5/2007 93452 AM
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Since 1992 Business for Social Responsibility BSR has been providing socially responsible business

solutions to many of the worldâTMs leading corporations Headquartered in San Francisco and with

offices in Europe and China BSR is nonprofit business association that serves its 250 member

companies and other Global 1000 enterprises Through advisory services convenings and research BSR

works with corporations and concerned stakeholders of all types to create more just and sustainable

global economy For more information visit www.bsr.org

About Center for Democracy and Technology

The Center for Democracy and Technology works to promote democratic values and constitutional

liberties in the digital age With expertise in law technology and policy CDT seeks practical solutions

to enhance free expression and privacy in global communications technologies CDT is dedicated to

building consensus among all parties interested in the future of the Internet and other new

communications media For more information visit www.cdt.org

http//www.socialfunds.comlnews/release.cgi/7272.html
of 32/5/2007 93452 AM
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On being global

January 18th 2007 at 808 am by Michael Samway VP Deputy General Counsel

In Trends News

Yahoo became public company in April 1996 with around 100 employees

Ten days later we launched Yahoo Japan as joint venture By the end of the

year we were running Yahoo businesses in six different countries Back then

Yahoo counted about 14 million page views day versus the nearly four billion

we log today Bringing the Yahoo experience to users around the globe has

been core to our approach from the get-go Now more than 500 million users

visit Yahoo-branded properties worldwide every month with the rate of user

growth from outside the United States growing most rapidly

For all the benefits we enjoy from operating in twenty plus countries and in more

than dozen languages managing Yahoo on global scale creates plenty of

challenges around complex and politically charged issues like censorship and

user privacy

How do we deal with obligations to follow laws of nations where the laws

themselves or their application may have consequences inconsistent with

internationally recognized values and standards Are partially censored results

with notice to users better than no results at all in challenging market Should

we focus our concerns on censorship of political speech Should companies

draw the line on doing business somewhere based on the type of speech

government limits Would it be decision based on the quantity or the quality of

limitations And using which standards and measures Could Article 19 of the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights provide starting point Our own First

Amendment is quite broad could that be global standard How do companies

design product approaches that balance legitimate government rights and

requirements for data access with adequate protections for user privacy Do we

agree neither right should be absolute and each should live in balance with the

other Should we design an approach that works in Beijing Paris Sao Paub

Sydney Toronto and Washington D.C all at once Is that possible How far

can company go in challenging local laws and orders What if it puts locally-

based employees at risk These are just few of the questions weve been

asking ourselves recently

Fortunately we havent had to think about these questions alone For most of

the past year weve been immersed in weekly meetings with top thinkers at

Microsoft Google and Vodafone right in some cases our fiercest competitors

to apply our collective wisdom to challenges to free expression and privacy

Early in 2006 we engaged the highly respected team at Business for Social

Responsibility BSR to facilitate our industry dialogue and weve also counted

closely on the academic expertise of Harvard Law Schools Berkman Center for

Internet Society

Weve looked closely at previous voluntary industry and multi-stakeholder

initiatives actively engaged individually and collectively with wide group of

international human rights groups and socially responsible investors talked to

http/fyodeLyahoo.cOIn/2OO7/Ol/l8/OflbeiflgilObal/
of 22/5/2007 82546 AM
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United Nations business and human rights experts and consulted closely with

the State Departments Global Internet Freedom Taskforce The Center for

Democracy and Technology CDT which also took leadership role in

convening stakeholder discussions is now working with BSR to co-facilitate the

next phase of multi-stakeholder dialogue

Today our diverse group of companies human rights organizations academic

institutions and socially responsible investors announced formal commitment

to creating set of global principles and operating procedures on freedom of

expression and privacy to guide company behavior when faced with laws

regulations and policies that interfere with the achievement of human

rights check out the press
release here Our goals also include creating an

implementation accountability and governance framework as well as forum

for sharing ideas The political principles and human issues at stake are big

ones no two ways about it and this next phase in the multi-stakeholder

dialogue requires continued leadership integrity and teamwork from all sides

Yahoo is company built on openness free expression and user trust From

our humble trailer roots with small and devoted group of followers through our

teenage years as global company with hundreds of millions of users weve

seen open access to information transform communities and allow

entrepreneurship to flourish as well as provide citizens with more freedom in

how they live work exchange ideas and make choices impacting their daily

lives Information can be powerful tool for change and progress in the hands

of internet users globally

As broad and diverse set of players at the table today were committed to

harnessing the groups collective experience and brainpower to design an

approach to doing business globally that consistently guides ethical decision

making in the business worlds most challenging markets

Michael Samway

VP Deputy General Counsel

àrmalink 1st Comment okmark This Fbg This

htp/odel.yahoo.corn/2OO7/O1/l8/Ofl.bCiI1g.glOba1/
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The GIFT of giving

February 2nd 2007 at 241 pm by Michael Samway VP Deputy General Counsel

In Trends News

The crisp January air in Washington D.C is filled with the chatter of politics

and foreign affairs Ask cabbie to drop you at the State Department that

venerable institution founded as the Department of Foreign Affairs in 1789

and youll get an unsolicited loud and lengthy opinion on U.S foreign policy

Over the past year Ive visited the State Department number of times for

Yahoo principally meeting with Ambassador David Gross Deputy Assistant

Secretary Jeff Krilla and their expert teams all of whom are the lead thinkers

behind the State Departments Global Internet Freedom Taskforce GIFT
created in early 2006

On Tuesday spoke on GIFT panel on global free expression and the free

flow of information It was special honor for me since Id worked as law clerk

at the State Department Legal Advisers Office nearly 15 years earlier Back

then as wide-eyed intern stepping into the State Department halls pictured

myself as character in an elaborate John le CarrØ international mystery This

weeks panel at the State Department was more technical Tom Clancy thriller

state-of-the-art auditorium and an expertly moderated and sometimes

provocative discussion on human rights censorship surveillance encryption

technology data flows and privacy rights

good-sized audience of about 80 people came to observe and participate

with many asking thoughtful and tough questions In the crowd were technology

and media companies human rights groups investor groups academics

government officials press and concerned citizens Despite spending nearly

year focused on this area for Yahoo with the diversity of participants and the

passionate views on human rights wasnt sure what to expect from the

discussion or the audience Friendly Hostile New issues Re-packaged

ones

On the first panel Ph.D from the Berkrnan Center for Internet Society gave

technical view of filtering and censorship challenges globally former State

Department official and current senior vice president at investor Calvert

explained just how an effective multi-stakeholder process can work An analyst

at investor FC expounded on the findings of recent study on access

security and privacy senior leader at BSR compared previous voluntary

initiatives and showed how complex questions involving sophisticated Internet

technology may require new approaches to traditional human rights challenges

The tense moment on the first panel arrived when an Amnesty International

representative opened his remarks by directly accusing Yahoo and the other

companies of cooperating with repressive regimes including handing over

information on political dissidents and limiting the free flow of information

On the second panel joined representatives from the Center for Democracy

and Technology Human Rights First Google and Microsoft and we each

raised some of the vexing questions we all wrestle with in the field of business
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and human rights Partly in response to comments from the first panel

explained that we condemn the punishment of any activity internationally

recognized as free expression and that the relationship between law

enforcement entities and technology companies around the world is more

complex than commonly understood Rarely if ever will company know the

name identity or occupation of an individual connected to user ID demanded

by law enforcement agency whether in Munich Mexico City or Mumbal

What we do know is we protect user privacy through rigorous compliance

practices and careful adherence to law governing government demands for user

information

In response to questions on challenges companies face where the free flow of

information is restricted discussed our belief that the presence of companies

like Yahoo in markets abroad can have transformative effect on peoples lives

and on local and national economies Information is power Access to

information especially through the Internet has changed what people know

about the world around them and about events people and issues that directly

impact their lives day-to-day People know more about local public health

issues environmental causes politics consumer choices and job opportunities

They communicate and interact like never before with family friends neighbors

and people locally regionally and even globally with similar interests And the

Internet drives innovation across sectors including in science medicine

business and journalism to name few

In thoughtful Wall Street Journal piece from January 27 journalist Emily

Parker noted that because of virtual assembly or online gatherings

democratic consciousness has developed inside places like China despite

broad limitations on free expression and the free flow of information In short

information is empowering in both ordinary and extraordinary ways It can be

disruptive or even revolutionary Its the single greatest reason certain

governments fear open use of the Internet and the free flow of information

The common theme from both panels was that responding to the challenges of

restrictions on free expression and privacy globally requires collective action At

Yahoo were fully committed The more broad-based the response the more

effective and sustainable The State Departments engagement and support

through their own complimentary global initiatives including GIFT reinforces

our belief were moving in the right direction on behalf of the global community

of Internet users The positive partnership formed between companies human

rights groups socially responsible investors and academics facilitated by

BSR and CDT makes us cautiously optimistic about the development of

guiding principles and operational standards for companies in our sector and

eventually beyond that will allow us to continue making profits with principle
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Press Release

Georgetown Receives $1 Million Gift From Yahoo To

Support Research on International Values and

Communication Technology

Washington DC -- Georgetown University announced today It has received $1 million dollar gilt from Yahoo Inc

to establish Yahoo International Values Communications Technology and Global Internet Fellowship Fund

The fund will support the education and research activities of an annual Yahoo Fellow in Residence and two

Junior Yahoo Fellows who will study the link between International values and Internet and communication

technologies

We appreciate Yahools generosity and look foiward to entering partnership that enables us to enhance our

ability to address critical global Issues and support research and scholarship that will Inform business leaders

policymakers and others said Georgetown UnlversityPresldentJohnJ DeGiola

Yahoo is excited about forming partnership with Georgetown University on global values and technology This

commitment is another step in our efforts to be actively engaged on issues that arise at the Intersection of human

rights and the Internet said JerryYang Yahoo co-founder

Yahoo is currently participating in multi-stakeholder dialogue that includes industry representatives human

rights groups leading academics and socially responsible investors This diverse group has made formal and

public commitment to creating set of global principles and operating procedures on freedom of expression and

privacyto guide company behaviorwhen faced with laws regulations and policies that Interfere with human rights

Georgetowns first Yahoo Fellow in Residence and Junior Yahoo Fellows are expected to begin their research an

campus during the fall 2007 semester They will study how international values impact the development and use

of new communication technologies such as how the operation and regulation of the global Internet affects

personal privacy freedom of expression education soclo-cultural change and cross-national contacts among CMI

society groups The ftind which will support annual Yahoo Fellows housed at the School of Foreign Services

Institute for the Study of Diplomacy ISO over the next eight years builds upon the Schools mission to foster

academic-practitioner collaborations around key foreign policy issues

SInce 1981 ISO has hosted professional practitioners as ResIdent Associates to conduct research on the craft of

diplomacy and related Issues in foreign affairs The Institute also supports undergraduate and graduate research

on diplomatic Issues through its Junior Fellowships in Diplomacy program Recent research topIcs have Included

diplomatic efforts to resolve U.S-South Korean relations and the U.S-India CMI nuclear cooperation agreement

negotiations

The Yahool Fellow in Residence will be professional selected from the corporate government aridlor academic

sectors whose interests relate to the interaction of communications technologies and national systems and

practices with an emphasis on countries rapidly expanding in the global marketplace such as China India

Russia and Brazil Junior Yahool Fellows will be selected among graduate students In the Master of Science in

Foreign Service MSFS program In addition to theIr research activities Yahoo Fellows will collaborate with faculty

in the MSFS program to enhance curricular actMtles by contributing to guest lectures special seminars case

studies and course modules



This gilt complements our efforts in the School of Foreign Service to connect scholars and practitioners and to

share Knowledge about critical issues in international affairs said Robert Gaiiucci dean ofthe Edmund

Walsh School of Foreign Service The Yahoo Fellows will continue to build upon our efforts to address the most

pressing topics facing the global community

About the Edmund Walsh School of Foreign Setvke

Founded in 1919 to educate students and prepare them for leadership roles in International affairs the School of

Foreign Service remains committed to intercultural understanding and service in the global arena ideais held by

its rounder and first dean the Rev Edmund Walsh S.J For more information aboutthe School of Foreign

Service visit ww.oeoruetown.edu/sfsl

About Georgetown Universdy

Georgetown University is the oldest Catholic and Jesuit university in America founded in 1789 by Archbishop John

Carroll Georgetown today Is major student-centered international research university offering respected

undergraduate graduate and professional programs on its three campuses For more information about

Georgetown University visit www.aeoraetown.edu

About Yahoo Inc

Yahoo mc is leading global internet brand and one of the most trafficked Internet destinations worldwIde

Yahools mission is to connect people to their passions their communities and the worlds knowledge Yahoo is

headquartered in Sunnyaie California

Back to taD
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Yahoos Hoyas and global values

Posted Aprt 12th 2007 726 by k5chael Snway VP Depuy General Cousel

No Commeils Fted wc Trnd Ne

Few places like university campus buzz with

such contrasts of relentless skepticism and

unbridled hope outward curiosity and elevated

self-absorption elegant theories and gritty

realities Georgetown university boasting

students from all 50 states and more than 100

countries is school alive with the energy of

student and faculty discourse and scholarship

on todays most vexing international topics

felt the energy there earlier this year while

leading discussion on Yahool and global

values In graduate seminar on ethics and

international business at Georgetowns School

of Foreign Service The students asked tough

and direct and not unsurprisingly diplomatic

questions about Yahools application of

values-based decision-making in our global

business operations showing sophisticated

understanding oltechnology and human rights Issues

Back on our own buing campus headquarters to company with hundreds of millIons of global users

and offices in nearly 25 countries we too have been actively engaged with issues that arise at the

intersection of International human rights and the Internet Ive blogged few times now on Yodel

Anecdotal about our Involvement In the broad-based dialogue lcused on creating
set of global

principles and operating procedures regarding freedom of expression and privacy

Over the past six months while traveling back and forth to Washington D.C for meetings with human

rights groups for rounds on Capitol Hill and to present at the State Department also metwith

Georgetown leaders to discuss partnership opportunities In the area of technology and global values

And now as further step In our engagement on business and human rights issues were announcing

million girt to Georgetown University to establish Yahool international Values Communications

Technology and Global Internet Fellowship Fund

The fund will support the education and research activities of an annual Yahoal Fellow In Residence and

two Junior Yahool Fellows who will study the link between international values and Internet and

communication technologies Georgetown will choose the Yahool Fellows from candidates in the

corporate government academic and CMI society sectors with an interest In markets like Brazil Russia

India and China Well remain actively Invoived In the work of the Yahool Fellows partnerIng with

Georgetown in seminars research publications conferences and other engagements with students

faculty policymakers and the public

This InitiatIve will complement the Yaflool International Journalism Fellowship we established lastyear

through similar girt to Stanford Universitys John Knight Fellowships program The Stanford

fellowship lbcuses an journalists from press-restrictive countries with the first fellow coming from

Pakistan and ned years tsliow coming from Zimbabwe The first Yahool Fellow at Georgetown will start

in the fall of 2007

Georgetowns global reach and location In Washington D.C its prestigious School of Foreign SeMce

Its reputation for international leadership and the regular access Itpro.4des Its students and facult1to

legislative judicial and executive decision-makers make It uniquely central In the debate on human

rights and technology Were excIted about the productive possibilities for Internet users globally offered

by Yahool- Georgetown partnership

Michael Samway

VP Deputy General Counsel
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LE CHriF COUNSEL February 2008

Office of Chief Counsel CORPORATION FINANCE

Division of Corporation Finance

U.S Securities and Exchange Commission

100 Street NE Washington 20549

Re Yahoo 2008 Stockholder Proposal

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

This is in response to letter dated February 2008 from Christina Lai Associated General Counsel of

Yahoo which intents to exclude my stockholder proposal from the companys 2008 proxy materials

The Lai letters bases for excluding my proposal are either baseless or irrelevant to my proposal

My proposal is to request the board of directors to establish new policy It does not

deal with matters relating to the companys ordinary business operations There is no violation of Rule

14a-8i7 in my proposal

My proposal and supporting statement are not contrary to any of SEC proxy rules

including Rule 14a-9 which prohibits materially false or misleading statements in proxy soliciting

materials It does not violate Rule 4a-8i3 My proposal is not vague or indefinite either It simply

shows that the companys China policy failed with my experience as shareholder as well as China

expert and requests new China policy Furthermore knowing the complicated issue of doing business

in China my views on China have appeared in international media such as Voice ofAmerica Radio

Free Asia The Wall Street Journal British Broadcasting Company have invited Chinas democratic

activists and human/civil rights movement to provide help advising Yahoo doing business in China

The Lai letter Exhibits B-F do not show how the company improved its China policy For

example in Exhibit 2007 Press Release it lists 24 organizations with many human rights groups

However most human rights groups in the list and other exhibits have not knowledge or experience

doing business in China Two human rights groups concerning doing business in China Amnesty

International and Reporters Without Borders actually issued statements in 2007 supporting my last

years proposal which was however excluded by the company from the 2007 proxy materials

admit that am not corporate law expert and English is not my native language so am willing to

accept some modification from Yahoo and the SEC However if Yahoos management is allowed to

exclude my proposal totally with this kind of baseless arguments shown in the Lai letter shareholders

will lose the legal right to challenge the company managements failed policies urge you not let this

kind of violation happen Let shareholders judge

Sincerely yours

Jing Zhao

cc Mr Michael Callahan and Ms Christina Lai via email and regular mail

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***


